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Illustrations, descriptions and specifications. This catalogue was correct at the time of going to print. However, Ford policy is one of continuous product development. The right is reserved to change specifications, colours and recommended prices
of the models and items illustrated and described in this publication at any time. For the latest details always consult your Ford Dealer. Optional equipment. Throughout this publication, wherever a feature is described as being an ‘Option’ or ‘Option
Fitment/Pack’ etc, you should assume that it will be at extra cost to the base vehicle, unless specifically stated to the contrary. All models and colour combinations are subject to availability. Note. Some images portrayed are of a pre-production model
and/or are computer generated, therefore, the design/features on the final version of the vehicle may differ in various respects. In addition, some of the features shown on the vehicles may be optional. Note. This brochure contains both original Ford
accessories as well as a range of products from our suppliers. Fitment of accessories may have an impact on your vehicle’s fuel consumption. +The identified accessories are carefully selected third party supplier branded accessories which do not
come with a Ford warranty but are covered by the third party supplier’s own warranty, the details of which can be obtained from your Ford Dealer. Note. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such
marks by Ford Motor Company is under licence. The iPod word mark and logos are the property of Apple Inc. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Note. Some driver assistance features and safety features described
in this brochure are designed to function using sensors, whose performance may be affected under certain weather or environmental conditions.
The Government fuel figures do not express or imply any guarantee of the fuel consumption of any particular vehicle. The vehicles themselves have not been tested and there are inevitably differences between individual vehicles of the same model.
In addition, a vehicle may incorporate particular modifications. Furthermore, the driver's style and road and traffic conditions, as well as the extent to which the vehicle has been driven and the standard of maintenance, will affect its fuel consumption.
Insurance groups are only as recommended by the Association of British Insurers. You should always consult your insurance adviser for confirmation.

Ford and BP – working together to
reduce fuel consumption and
emissions.

Model shown is a Tourneo Courier Zetec in
Magnetic metallic body colour (option) with 16"
silver alloy wheels (Dealer fit accessory), Privacy
glass (option) and Roof rails (option).

Ford One Call

Ford Motability

In the unlikely event that your Ford Dealer can’t help you or if you need to speak to us
directly, call 0203 564 4444

Call our Ford Motability team on 0345 6040019

Model shown
is a Tourneo
Courier
Zetec in Red
Ford Rental
- local service
nationwide
Rush metallic
body
colour
(option)
with
16" silver
Car and
Van rental
from our
latest model
range.
Contact
your local
Dealer for morePrivacy
information
alloy wheels
(Dealer
fitFord
accessory),
glass
(option) and Roof rails (option).

Finance
Ford Credit Customer Services 0345 712 5490
Ford Lease Customer Services 0344 600 1405
Calls to 0344 and 0345 numbers are charged at the same rate as a standard 01 or 02
geographic number, even when calling from a mobile.
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Team on a mission.
Whatever your idea of a good time, the new Ford Tourneo Courier is the perfect addition to your
team. From any perspective, it makes a great impression, offering plenty of space and the greatest
possible versatility. Compact on the outside, flexible on the inside, it gives you the freedom to enjoy
every moment.

Generous space, easy
access.
Bright, airy and comfortable, the new Tourneo Courier has plenty
of room for all. Wide-opening sliding rear side doors help make it
easy to get in and out, especially in tight spots. While the rear
seats can fold and tumble forward to accommodate an everchanging combination of people, pets and belongings.
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Clever thinking.
New Tourneo Courier offers up to 708 litres* of luggage space,
along with a clever adjustable package tray that helps you
organise your belongings. Set it high to keep your possessions
from inquisitive eyes. Use it in the lower position to separate large
or delicate items. Or when not in use, stow it conveniently against
the rear seats. (Standard)

Flexible rear seats
Comfortable rear seats provide excellent support for up to three passengers, even on
longer journeys. ISOFIX child seat attachment points are located in the outer two
seating positions. When not in use, the rear seat backs can fold and tumble forward for
extra luggage space. (Standard)

*Luggage capacity measured in accordance with ISO 3832 and VDA methodology.
Dimensions may vary dependent on the model and equipment fitted.
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Make yourself at home.
Style is more than skin deep with the new Tourneo Courier. Inside,
you’ll find a warm welcome with smart and comfortable seats, a
soft-feel instrument panel and plenty of storage right where you
want it. While to keep you entertained and informed, you’ll love
the easy-to-use interface of Ford SYNC 3 (option on Zetec,
standard on Titanium). Its enhanced voice recognition responds
to your commands, while a 6" colour touchscreen displays phone,
audio and navigation (option on Zetec, standard on Titanium)
with convenient swipe and pinch-to-zoom functionality.

Model shown is a Tourneo Courier Zetec in Diffused Silver metallic body colour (option) with SYNC 3
(option).
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new best friend.
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Ford SYNC 3
Being on the road need not be a disruption to your connectivity. New
Ford SYNC 3 integrates seamlessly with your compatible smartphone*,
letting you control everything from phone calls and text messaging, to
music, navigation (option on Zetec, standard on Titanium) and your
favourite mobile apps – all via the 6" touchscreen (where specified), or
by using remarkably simple voice commands.
Sync 3 Features:
■
■
■

“I need fu

■

el”

“I ne
ed to

“I’m

Applink, Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto
Control SYNC-compatible apps with
AppLink, while Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto let you navigate your
smartphone HMI through the SYNC 3
home screen, just as if it were your
handset.

■
■

Make and receive calls hands-free
Easy voice-guided navigation (option o Zetec, standard on Titanium)
Listen to your own music
Touchscreen interface (6" screen)
Access your favourite mobile apps
Listen to text messages

park
”

hun

gry

”

Touchscreen
The SYNC 3 6" touchscreen supports multi-touch swipe and pinch-to-zoom gestures, and lets
you arrange application icons and background displays just as you would on your tablet or
smartphone. You can also switch between daytime and night modes, and tailor presets for
multiple users.

Main image shows Tourneo Courier Titanium with SYNC 3 and 6" touchscreen. (Standard)

*Note Full SYNC 3 smartphone integration only
available with iPhone 5/Android 5.0 (Lollipop)
or higher. Some SYNC 3 functions require a
data connection, so mobile data charges will
apply. To check whether Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto are available in your market,
please check official Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto websites for the latest information.
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Models Zetec
Key exterior features
■
■
■
■
■

■
■

15" steel wheels with full wheel covers
Front fog lights
Dual sliding rear side passenger doors
Body colour front bumper and rear bumper end caps
Body colour door mirror housings, door handles and bodyside
mouldings
Electrically-operated and heated door mirrors
Ford Easy Fuel capless refuelling system

Key interior features
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Air conditioning
My Connection Radio
MyFord Dock
Electrically-operated front windows with one-shot down on
driver’s side
Quickclear heated windscreen
Passenger’s side underseat stowage drawer
Driver’s seat adjustable lumbar support and armrest
Large centre console with two cup holders and A4
document/laptop stowage
Overhead stowage shelf
Split-fold/tumble rear seats with head restraints
Adjustable rear package tray
Leather-trimmed steering wheel
Cruise control with adjustable speed limiter
Driver and front passenger airbags◊, seat side airbags and
side curtain airbags
ISOFIX child seat fixing points on outer second-row seats
Driver, passenger and rear seat belt minders
Front and rear carpet mats
Carpeted luggage compartment

Bodystyle
5-door
Engines
Diesel
1.5 Duratorq TDCi 100 PS (75 kW) Euro Stage 6.2 with Auto
Start-Stop
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Passenger’s side underseat stowage drawer
(Standard)
◊
Note: A rear-facing child seat should never be placed in the front
passenger seat when the Ford vehicle is equipped with an operational
front passenger’s airbag. The safest place for children is properly
restrained on the rear seat.

Front fog lights
(Standard)

Models Titanium
Key exterior features in addition to Trend
■
■
■
■
■

16" 7-spoke silver alloy wheels
Privacy glass for second and third row side windows
Roof rails
Automatic lighting and rain-sensing wipers
Chrome surround grille

Key interior features in addition to Trend
■
■

■
■
■

Electronic Automatic Temperature Control (EATC)
One touch up/down electrically-operated driver’s and front
passenger’s windows
Electrochromic rear-view mirror
Leather Gear Knob with bright insert
Ford Navigation system with SYNC 3 with 6" colour touch

Bodystyle
5-door
Engines

Diesel
1.5L Duratorq TDCi 100 PS (75 kW) Euro Stage 6.2 with Auto
Start-Stop

16" 7-spoke silver alloy wheels
(Standard)
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One touch up/down electrically-operated driver’s
and front passenger’s windows
(Standard)

FORD TOURNEO COURIER Remarkable features

Cruise control with
Adjustable Speed Limiter

Front and rear parking
distance sensors

Cruise control helps take the strain out of long
motorway journeys, while the Adjustable Speed
Limiter lets you set a maximum speed that you do

6-speed transmission

With the Tourneo Courier, you won’t have to pass

All versions of the new Tourneo Courier now
come with an easy-shifting 6-speed manual

not wish to be exceeded. This can be over-ridden
if required by firmly pressing the accelerator. If the

by those more challenging parking spaces. An
audible warning helps you judge the distance

transmission for more relaxed and economical
driving. The new transmission has a fully

speed limit is exceeded unintentionally, such as
when going downhill, you will be alerted with

between your car and obstacles at the front and
back, for easier parking and manoeuvring.

synchronised reverse gear to help make gear
changes smoother and quieter than ever.

audible and visual warnings. (Standard)

(Option)

(Standard)

MyFord Dock with My
Connection Radio

Quickclear heated
windscreen

SYNC 3 with 4" colour
screen

MyFord Dock is designed to hold your compatible
smartphone, MP3 player or navigation device.

Designed to demist the screen in seconds, even
on frosty mornings. Includes heated washer jets.

Helps to keep you entertained and in-touch while
you drive. Features include AM/FM and optional

Stream your music through the car’s speakers via
Bluetooth® or using a USB cable connected to the
My Connection Radio. The lidded compartment

(Standard)

DAB audio, plus AppLink for control of compatible

provides covered storage for your device and
contains a charge-only USB socket. (Standard

apps, all accessed via simple rotary buttons
located beneath the screen. In addition,
Bluetooth® connectivity lets you make and receive
hands-free calls. (Option; ICE Pack 13)

with My Connection Radio)

Note The Bluetooth® trademark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
and any use of such marks by Ford Motor Company Limited and its associated
companies is under licence. Other trademarks and trade names are those of
their respective owners.
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We chose Red Rush.
What colour will you
choose?

Blazer Blue
Solid body colour

Moondust Silver
Premium body colour*

Diffused Silver
Exclusive body colour*

Frozen White
Solid body colour

Agate Black
Premium body colour*

Magnetic
Exclusive body colour*

Red Rush
Exclusive body colour*

Tourneo Courier owes its durable exterior to a thorough multi-stage
painting process. From the wax-injected steel body sections to the
hard-wearing top coat, new materials and application processes will
ensure your new Tourneo Courier retains its good looks for many
years to come.

Race Red
Solid body colour
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Chrome Blue
Premium body colour*

Metal Blue
Premium body colour*

*Premium and Exclusive body colours are options at extra cost.
Note The car images used are to illustrate body colours only and may not
reflect current specification. Colours and trims reproduced within this
brochure may vary from the actual colours, due to the limitations of the
printing processes used.
The Ford Tourneo Courier is covered by the Ford Corrosion Protection
Warranty for 12 years from the date of first registration. Subject to terms and
conditions.
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Sit in comfort and ride with style.
Interior trims
The look and feel of premium materials will enhance your appreciation of the new Tourneo Courier’s interior.
Front seats provide outstanding comfort and support, while great care has been taken in designing and
crafting the trims to further elevate your driving experience.

15"

wheel cover design
(Standard on Zetec)

16"

Titanium
Seat insert: Quadro in Medium Light Stone
Seat bolster: Gecko in Medium Light Stone
(Standard)
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7-spoke alloy wheel
(Standard on Titanium, Dealer fit
accessory on Zetec)

15"

5-spoke alloy wheel
(Option on Zetec)

FORD TOURNEO COURIER Safety and driver assistance
Across the Ford Tourneo Courier range, a full
line-up of safety, driver assistance and security
features* makes use of the latest technology to
help protect you, your passengers and your
belongings.

FORD TOURNEO COURIER Accessories

Driver assistance
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Designed to help you maintain control
in extreme driving conditions. It senses
when you are deviating from your
chosen line and aims to keep you on
track by automatically regulating
braking and engine output. (Standard)
Hill Start Assist
Designed to temporarily prevent you
from rolling down a slope when you
move your foot from the brake pedal
to the accelerator pedal. It works in
forward and reverse gears, so is ideal
for towing. (Standard)
Emergency Brake Assist
Designed to recognise an emergency
braking situation and increase the
pressure within the braking system to
provide extra stopping power.
(Standard)
Emergency Brake Warning
Front and rear indicators automatically
flash during heavy braking, giving other
drivers advance hazard warning.
(Standard)

Traction Control
If wheel slip is detected at low speed,
this system can distribute more torque
to the wheel with most traction.
(Standard)
Roll Stability Control
Ford’s unique roll-rate sensor helps the
Roll Stability Control system to keep
the tyres grounded under conditions of
high centre of gravity and when driving
through off-camber turns. (Standard)
Trailer Sway Control
Designed to detect when trailer sway
occurs and to help counteract it to
bring the trailer under control.
(Standard)

Alloy wheels
A selection of 15" and 16" alloy wheels
are available. (Accessory)
Roof rails
Stylish roof rails (Option and Accessory)
enhance your Tourneo Courier’s
appearance and versatility in
combination with cross bars (Accessory)
Thule®+ roof box
Designed to carry a wide variety of loads
and help to protect them from weather
and theft. All models come with
dual-opening for easy access. (Accessory,
available in various sizes)
Thule®+ roof bike carrier
High-quality, easy-to-install roof bike
carrier from Thule®. (Accessory)

Load retention net
This durable retention net keeps your
items secure in the load compartment
while you’re on the move. Only for
fitment behind the second-row seats.
(Option and Accessory)
Mud flaps
Contoured mud flaps help to protect the
bodywork of your Tourneo Courier from
stone chips and road spray. Available as
sets for front and rear. (Option and
Accessory)

ClimAir®+ wind deflectors
Gives you a more enjoyable drive with the
front windows open, even during light
rain. (Accessory)
Xvision (SCC)+ parking distance
sensors
Make parking easier each and every day.
The Xvision system can detect solid or
non-solid objects, such as bushes. It also
detects pedestrians, animals and low
objects, giving you peace of mind when
manoeuvring in busy areas. (Accessory)

ClimAir®+ bumper protection
The rear bumper protection plate helps
protect against wear and tear when
loading. (Accessory)

Brink®+ tow bar
For extra transport and stowage
capability, the tow bar can tow up to
895 kg* depending on engine. Check with
your Ford Dealer for further details. The
tow bar can be detached if not in use.
Also available as a fixed tow bar.
(Accessory)
Uebler+ rear bike carrier
High-quality tow bar-mounted bike
carrier. Tailgate cannot be opened with
bike carrier. (Accessory)

*Some features are options at extra cost. See specifications for further details.
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+Item covered by third party supplier’s warranty, please see back cover for details.
Fitment of accessories may have an impact on your vehicle's fuel consumption.
*Towing capacity depends on engine, please refer to vehicle weight and load specifications.
For more accessories for your Ford Tourneo Courier visit www.ford.co.uk/accessories
For a range of Ford branded merchandise – visit www.fordlifestylecollection.com
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Making ownership easy and affordable.
Take advantage of a range of
invaluable services and make
the most of your vehicle – for
as long as you own it.

FORD SERVICE

Allows you to relax knowing we're always by your side.
With Ford, the service doesn’t end when you leave the
showroom. Ford Service is designed to keep your Ford
in great condition and help you make the most of your
car – throughout its life.
■ Comprehensive service and maintenance plans
■ Use of quality Ford parts for added peace of mind

Finance

FORD INSURE

FORD PROTECT

When it comes to financing your vehicle, our size and
expertise means we’re well placed to provide you with a
wide range of finance products.

At Ford Insure we provide insurance designed
specifically for Ford owners. We have comprehensive
cover which includes features and benefits that really
matter to you, along with first class service.

Extended Warranty

■ Repairs carried out by Ford-trained technicians at
Ford Accident Repair Centres

Extend your standard 3-year warranty and enjoy
worry-free motoring for many years to come. Ford
Protect provides a range of key benefits including:

Ford CreditØ: Provides a range of finance plans for your
vehicle whether you are a private or business user.
Ford Lease .: Specialises in contract hire and leasing
and provides an alternative range of finance plans
which can be tailored to suit your business.
◊

■ Genuine Ford parts with a 5 year guarantee
■ Small replacement car for the duration of your
repairs

■ Ford trained technicians using the latest diagnostic
equipment and tools

■ Ford Insure experts at UK call centres

■ Ford Online Service Booking

■ Unlimited cover for standard fit in-car entertainment
equipment. if they are lost, damaged by fire or stolen
whilst in your vehicle

■ 24 hour accident recovery

■ One Call for everything Ford 0203 564 4444
■ Ford Accident Management, service free to all
drivers

■ Upto 90 days European cover

Extend your warranty up to 5 years (from date of
registration), with Ford Protect available at participating
Ford Dealers.

■ Extended duration and mileage
■ Cover against unexpected repair costs
■ Protection on trips abroad
■ With a Ford Protect Plan, the price of parts and
labour are guaranteed for the length of your plan
■ Helps prolong the lifespan of your Ford vehicle
■ Helps protect your vehicle resale value

■ Replacement child seats in the event of an accident
Also, every Ford vehicle comes with 12 months UK and
European Roadside Assistance from the date of
registration. This can be extended a further 12 months
when your vehicle has a Scheduled service at a
participating Ford Dealer.

Terms and conditions apply. Ford Insure is sold and administered by Europa Group
Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registration number 309794. Registered in England with company number 3279177.
Registered office: Europa House, Midland Way, Thornbury, Bristol, BS35 2JX

Ford Protect terms and conditions apply for further
information please call 03702 416 726.

Ford Credit: Finance subject to status. Guarantees may be required. Freepost Ford
Credit. Ford Credit is a trading style of FCE Bank plc. which is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
and Prudential Regulation Authority under firm reference number 204469.

Ø

Ford Lease: Ford Lease is provided by ALD Automotive Ltd, trading as Ford Lease,
Oakwood Drive, Emersons Green, Bristol, BS16 7LB. ALD Automotive is registered in
England No. 987418. ALD Automotive is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.

◊
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FORD TOURNEO COURIER Engines and performance
Fuel, performance and emissions
The test used to establish fuel consumption and CO2 figures has changed to deliver results
that are more representative of real life driving. The Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test
Procedure (WLTP) has replaced the old NEDC test. The Fuel Consumption figures shown are
derived from the new WLTP test. However, until 6th April 2020, the CO2 figure shown will be
the NEDC equivalent and this will be used to calculate Vehicle Excise Duty.
Understanding fuel data
The table shows the fuel consumption (WLTP) and CO2 emissions (NEDC equivalent) for
each available engine. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend
upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted, variations in weather, driving styles
and vehicle load.

215 Nm

112g/km*
100 PS

Powerful

1.5L Duratorq TDCi diesel engine
The Duratorq TDCi 100 PS (75 kW) diesel
engine develops 215 Nm of torque. This
makes it the ideal choice for carrying
heavy loads and towing, while delivering
outstanding fuel efficiency (with test
figures from 65.7mpg* combined).

Tourneo Courier’s Duratorq TDCi
diesel engine meets the latest Euro
stage 6.2 emissions regulations
without the need for additives.
Building on the previous Euro 6
standards, the new regulations
include a Real Driving Emissions
(RDE) initiative, which involves
testing vehicles on the road to
provide results that more closely
match real-life driving. These efforts
will help to ensure further
developments in vehicle emission
control systems and improvements
in air quality.



Tourneo Courier
 
   



 
  

    
   

The figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and
CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures.

  
  
 

Engine that
works for
you.

 

  



  








Combined Fuel Consumptionøø
(WLTP figures with no options)
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Weights and loads
  





   



   



     





     





*WLTP Calculated Drive Cycle test figures with Auto
Start-Stop (option). See Fuel and Performance section
for more information.

*In 4th gear.øFord test figures.
The declared Fuel/Energy Consumptions, CO2-Emissions and Electric range are determined according to the technical requirements and specifications of the European Regulations (EC) 715/2007 and (EU) 2017/1151 as
last amended. Light Duty Vehicles type-approved using the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP) have Fuel/Energy Consumptions and CO2-Emission information for both New European Drive Cycle
(NEDC) and WLTP. WLTP is a new, more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions and will fully replace the NEDC latest by end of the year 2020. The applied standard test procedure
enables comparison between different vehicle types and different manufacturers. In addition to the fuel efficiency of a car, driving behaviour as well as other non-technical factors play a role in determining a car's fuel/
energy consumption, CO2 emissions and electric range. CO2 is the main greenhouse gas responsible for global warming. A guide on fuel economy and CO2 emissions which contain data for all new passenger car models is
available at any point of sale free of charge or can be downloaded under http://carfueldata.dft.gov.uk.
#Represents the lightest kerbweight assuming driver at 75 kg, full fluid levels and 90% fuel levels, subject to manufacturing tolerances and options, etc, fitted. The performance and economy of all models will be
reduced when used for towing.
øø
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FORD TOURNEO COURIER Driving experience


FORD TOURNEO COURIER Styling and appearance





   



      



Standard
Option, at extra cost
*The wheel you choose will be fitted with the tyre size noted, but no choice of tyre brand is available.
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Part of an option pack, at extra cost
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FORD TOURNEO COURIER Comfort and convenience


FORD TOURNEO COURIER Performance and efficiency

  
     

 

        
        


   



                 



                                



                              
          
  





 
    
       




 
 





          
       






     
     

Standard
Option, at extra cost
Part of an option pack, at extra cost
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Ford Motor Company is under licence. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. *Ford Emergency
Assistance operates in over 40 European countries. This feature works when paired with a compatible connected mobile phone that is with you when an airbag is deployed (excludes knee airbags and rear inflatable safety belts, if
equipped) or the fuel pump shut off switch is activated. See your local Ford website for latest information.
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Part of an option pack, at extra cost




                                 
                                 

Option, at extra cost





           

Standard












FORD TOURNEO COURIER Safety and security


FORD TOURNEO COURIER Comfort and convenience






The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Ford Motor Company is under licence. Other trademarks and
trade names are those of their respective owners. *Ford Emergency Assistance operates in over 40 European countries. This feature works when paired with a compatible
connected mobile phone that is with you when an airbag is deployed (excludes knee airbags and rear inflatable safety belts, if equipped) or the fuel pump shut off switch
is activated. See your local Ford website for latest information.




Note: A rear-facing child seat should never be placed in the front passenger seat when the Ford vehicle is equipped with an operational front passenger's airbag.

◆
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1,656 L

Rear seats
folded



 
 



  





Luggage capacity 2 seat mode

1656

         

 

Luggage capacity 5 seat mode
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5-door


   

     
  


  















FORD TOURNEO COURIER Dimensions and capacity


FORD TOURNEO COURIER Utility





Kerb to kerb

10.5

       



Wall to wall

10.9

    



         



 



 



     
     

708 L

All seats
upright

1,741 mm without roof rails
(1,784 mm with roof rails)

All dimensions (shown in mm) are subject to manufacturing tolerances and refer to minimum specification models and do not include additional equipment.
These illustrations are for guidance only. Dimensions may vary dependent on the model and equipment fitted.

Standard
Option, at extra cost
Part of an option pack, at extra cost
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4,157 mm

2,112 mm with mirrors
(1,764 mm without mirrors)
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try

VISIONARY. INGENIOUS. REMARKABLE.
build BEARS HIS SIGNATURE.
EVERY CAR

Visit your Ford Dealer and test drive the new Ford Tourneo Courier
for yourself.

finance

When it comes to financing your car, our size and
expertise means we’re well placed to provide you with
a wide range of finance products.
Ford Credit* provides a range of finance products for
your car whether you are a private or business user.
Ford Lease^ specialises in contract hire and leasing
and provides an alternative range of finance plans
which can be tailored to suit your business.

Visit your Ford Dealer to build and price your new Ford Tourneo
Courier.

own

When you drive away in your new car, we’re with you
all the way. Ford has a large authorised service
network to help you keep your car in the best
condition.
And should your new Ford ever require accident repair,
a Ford Accident Repair Centre is the best place to get
your car back to its pre-accident condition and on the
road as quickly as possible.

For more information about our finance products visit
Important Information:
*Finance subject to status. Freepost Ford Credit.
Ford Credit is a trading style of FCE Bank plc. Which is
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority under firm reference
number 204469.
^ Ford Lease is provided by ALD Automotive Limited
acting as Ford Lease BS16 7LB. ALD is registered in
England No. 987418. ALD is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority."

odel shown is a Tourneo Courier Zetec in
agnetic metallic body colour (option) with 16"
ver alloy wheels (Dealer fit accessory), Privacy
ass (option) and Roof rails (option).
36

FordPass

contact

Ford Credit Account Services : 0345 712 5490
Ford Lease Customer Services : 0344 600 1405
Calls to 0344 and 0345 numbers are charged at
the same rate as a standard 01 or 02 geographic
number, even when calling from a mobile.
Illustrations, descriptions and specifications. This catalogue was correct at the time of going to print. However, Ford policy is one of continuous product development. The right is reserved to change specifications, colours and recommended prices
of the models and items illustrated and described in this publication at any time. For the latest details always consult your Ford Dealer. Optional equipment. Throughout this publication, wherever a feature is described as being an ‘Option’ or ‘Option
Fitment/Pack’ etc, you should assume that it will be at extra cost to the base vehicle, unless specifically stated to the contrary. All models and colour combinations are subject to availability. Note. Some images portrayed are of a pre-production model
and/or are computer generated, therefore, the design/features on the final version of the vehicle may differ in various respects. In addition, some of the features shown on the vehicles may be optional. Note. This brochure contains both original Ford
accessories as well as a range of products from our suppliers. Fitment of accessories may have an impact on your vehicle’s fuel consumption. +The identified accessories are carefully selected third party supplier branded accessories which do not
come with a Ford warranty but are covered by the third party supplier’s own warranty, the details of which can be obtained from your Ford Dealer. Note. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such
marks by Ford Motor Company is under licence. The iPod word mark and logos are the property of Apple Inc. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Note. Some driver assistance features and safety features described
in this brochure are designed to function using sensors, whose performance may be affected under certain weather or environmental conditions.
The Government fuel figures do not express or imply any guarantee of the fuel consumption of any particular vehicle. The vehicles themselves have not been tested and there are inevitably differences between individual vehicles of the same model.
In addition, a vehicle may incorporate particular modifications. Furthermore, the driver's style and road and traffic conditions, as well as the extent to which the vehicle has been driven and the standard of maintenance, will affect its fuel consumption.
Insurance groups are only as recommended by the Association of British Insurers. You should always consult your insurance adviser for confirmation.

The FordPass app is a new platform that will empower
you to rethink the way you move. Through a collection
of personal, digital and physical solutions, FordPass
will provide you with more mobility options so you can
go further than you thought possible. These include
Live Traffic* and locating parking amongst many
others. Find out more at www.ford.co.uk/owner/
owner-services/fordpass
*Live Traffic access is complimentary for the first 2 years following
the registration of a new Ford featuring SYNC 3 with navigation;
thereafter a licence fee is payable.

MY 2020 GBR en

FORD TOURNEO COURIER Next steps

Ford and BP – working together to
reduce fuel consumption and
emissions.

Ford One Call

Ford Motability

In the unlikely event that your Ford Dealer can’t help you or if you need to speak to us
directly, call 0203 564 4444

Call our Ford Motability team on 0345 6040019

Ford Rental - local service nationwide
Car and Van rental from our latest model range.
Contact your local Ford Dealer for more information

Finance
Ford Credit Customer Services 0345 712 5490
Ford Lease Customer Services 0344 600 1405
Calls to 0344 and 0345 numbers are charged at the same rate as a standard 01 or 02
geographic number, even when calling from a mobile.
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